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WHY SHOULD WE LISTEN TO SIR DAVID THIS TIME?
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After investing almost seven decades in wildlife film making and gaining the most

intimate experiences to the wonders of this Blue Planet; He is back with fresh crew and

context but off camera though, it doesn’t matter much as his vocal magnitude is morally

significant. Alive among us who else can be more authoritative than Sir David
Attenborough himself. As a developing nation's growing children, we used to watch him

at TV's nature documentaries; undoubtedly, that had left an unforgettable imprint over

our brains. His knowledge and respectful narrative have contributed to shaping a

constructive perspective towards nature. Very possibly that’s why I chose to be an

ecologist in my career.

The similar inspirations can be drawn indirectly as from this new Netflix series -Our
Planet. Completed in four years length, filmed in each continent with 4k camera

encompassing surreal imagery and breathtaking shots of amazing wildlife and its habitat

– is indeed an applaudable feat. Showing the magnificent and majestic wonders of our

shared planet and parallelly injecting the heartbreaking impact of changing climate over

the various domain of lives on the planet. That further can invoke a sincere impulse to

take proactive actions. An example is 'single-use plastic ban' after the Blue Planet II
(2017) broadcast in the UK.

Though the along with other critics I find the approach [sir David narration of our
planet] lacking a furious element in its delivery. But if we try to weigh the magnitude to

the statements it would surely outnumber the critics.

On other side of coin is Greta Thunberg - a boiling bold kid with edgy and blunt

delivery over the climate concerns. Voicing the younger generation, she outrageously

advocate for “strict timely actions NOT false hopes. This is NOT a just another

documentary but a Call to Act Now! If that make it more demanding.

“It is important, and it is true, and it is happening, and 

it is an impending disaster,” 

Developed country nurturing affluent societies should set a good example while their

counterparts are managing the basic need of population. Propelling his insightful

prediction, he calls upon the urgency to amend or divert this irreversible ecological

disharmony in less than two decades.

Broadcasting at Netflix, while targeting an existing base of million audiences in one go

seems futuristic. Though, it is hindering the massive open access like YouTube because

of its paid subscriptions model. Still, the platform is quite liberal as in case of potentially

bypassing the earlier impartiality due to state-

sponsorship as with BBC. Besides, WWF has provided online resources for further

research and education outreach is a big plus.

Unfortunately, this apolitical and humble narration would have been more precise and

harder on the at least major culprit of ecocide. Climate change has been a widely

discussed and debated this decade. Global warming, mass species extinction, habitat

fragmentation and plastic pollution followed by numerous industries vested interested

would have been tightly whiplashed.

Instead of out crying for "eco-terrorism" and ignoring the facts and figures of changing

climate, best would be to abide by collective compulsory decision as mandated in UN

Paris agreement and outspoken at COP conferences.

Gone are the days when these pretty animal shows would please your wildlife fantasy

now time has gained a momentum fueling a wave of public awareness and profound

environmental advocacy. Policy maker should hold accountable with loosely checked

industry norms. Adoption and propagation of circular economy and sustainability must

be fundamental.
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Though, a bit late but not last, he had put forward his concerns in his addresses last year

at Katowice, Poland during UN COP24 climate talks and this year at World Economic

Forum at Davos, Switzerland. The message was heard sincerely. Boldly, this series has a

timely opening, amidst ongoing NGOs and civil activist groups mass protest across the

globe. Extinction Rebellion and School Strike for Climate led by Swedish school student

Greta Thunberg are relevant to quote here.
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